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June Events
View Calendar
This month we are beginning to offer events again. We hope to
go back to some 'in-office' or 'face-to-face' trainings soon.
Regain Your Brain - Free
Wednesday, June 10th, 6:15 pm - 7:15 pm

Expert Nutrition Advisors

Newsleaf
June 2020

Join by Zoom:

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/2445711756?
pwd=azN4aTYyR3lhSVc2bU03ekZpS2w1dz09
Meeting ID: 244 571 1756
Password: 930265
Learn how head injuries can lead to mental issues later in life
(foggy thinking, memory decline, dementia, Alzheimer's,
Parkinson's, even depression). Many people may have
sustained a head injury and not even realized it. You don't have
to have a concussion to have a head injury. Protocols to regain
brain function will be discussed.

Call or email to RSVP
TheNaturalPathInfo@gmail.com
970-829-1110

Extended Friday Hours
We will be open a little longer on Fridays.
New hours are 9:00 am - 5:00 pm.

Be sure to read to the end for monthly specials.

Are You Missing This?
There are so many things that we are all missing right now....where to
begin?
We are missing a low-stress trip to a store - any store! Do we have
masks, clean hands, can we get into the store and can everyone keep
their distance?
We are missing graduations and parties - we feel for all of you
graduates of the Class of COVID.
We miss actually seeing people's faces!
Anyone else notice now how much your
hearing may have depended on 'reading
lips'?
We miss watching movies at the theater,
sporting events and going to church.
Most of all, we miss hugs, handshakes and
physical connection with our fellow human beings!

This month, members will receive $5 off
any brain supplement purchase.
If you aren't a member yet, you can join
this month to receive this free offer.
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Zoom calls causing Zoom fatigue!
Tiger King - so last month's quarantine - but made us realize
our lives could be so much worse!
The Cane's Chicken drive-through line - not because we are
in it, but because getting to and from our office is almost
impossible with the long line. They need to open their dining
room!
With all the things we may feel we have lost for now, there have been
gains:
More time to reflect and decide what is important to carry
forward when life picks up the pace again.
Maybe a new recipe or two.
Many house projects completed - yes!
With all that has been going on the last few months, are there days
that you feel like you are just 'losing' your mind? Can't remember why
you walked into a room, forgetting names of familiar people or tripping
over your words? Stress can definitely cause our memories to not
function as well as they should. Many of us find these types of
symptoms to be quite common and may attribute them to getting older
and having a 'senior moment'. But while these symptoms are
common, they are not normal. Our brains are amazing and designed
to serve us well and fully-functioning throughout our entire lives - even
through stressful times.

This month we are focusing on helping you retrieve your brain from
the 'lost and found' - especially regaining your brain after any type of
head trauma and retaining the brains you haven't already lost!
While we use some great modalities for helping the brain such as
Cranial Sacral Therapy, biofeedback, and cold laser tune-ups,
nutrition is one of the most important aspects of brain health. One
very important nutritional component is Omega-3. Omega-3s are
particularly abundant in the brain. We recommend a high-concentrate
DHA product called Olprima DHA as a foundational brain support
supplement.

These are the supplements we have on special this month:
Country Doctor Mem-Cal – Increases blood flow to the brain,
thereby increasing oxygen and nutrients to feed the brain.
Standard Process Neuroplex – Combines synergistic ingredients to
support the nervous and endocrine systems. Supports cognitive
functioning.
Standard Process Neurotrophin PMG - Brain protomorphogen
useful in situations of brain trauma, sluggish thought, brain disorder
and loss of memory.

Don't forget to celebrate your dad on
Sunday, June 21st!

Recently, we have been following the work
and products coming from Green Cherry
Organics (GCO). This is a local hemp farm
producing high-end cannabinoid-based
products. The 'cherry-on-the-top' for us was
a very informative tour on a recent Saturday
with Brett Eaton, CEO and Chris Pullen,
COO of GCO. The reserach they are
performing and their high quality standards convinced us to
begin carrying the GCO PRO Line of CBD products.
CBD is considered an adaptogen, which is something that
normalizes function. This is achieved by either up-regulating or
down-regulating systems as needed. CBD is often helpful for
brain issues because of its anti-inflammatory effects. Be sure to
ask us about these products next time you are in the office.
Pictured from left: Chris, Brett, Kimberley and Carl
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Standard Process OPC Synergy – Synergistic blend of ingredients
including grape seed extract, buckwheat, red wine extract, green tea
extract and bilberry. Neuroprotective and useful for all brain
conditions.
Brain Supplement Protocol - This is a 6-week protocol that uses
the following supplements: Neurotrophin PMG, Neuroplex, Cataplex
G, RNA, Olprima DHA. Optional: Cataplex ACP and OPC Synergy
Brain Tonic Protocol - This is a brain maintenance tincture protocol,
which Dr. Malone learned from a dear Standard Process mentor and
uses daily himself. It typically lasts about 2 months and pre-order is
required.
MediHerb Bacopa Liquid 1:2
MediHerb Ginkgo Leaves 2:1
MediHerb Gotu Kola 1:2
One other thing we really miss is haircuts - Kimberley can't wait for
her turn next week.
Be kind to your mind - it's the only one you've got!

Dr. Carl and
Kimberley
Malone

Brain health is something we take very seriously. Kimberley has both
paternal and maternal history of dementia and Alzheimer's. In
addition, Kimberley's father was diagnosed with advanced
Alzheimer's a number of years ago. He has been supported with
many of the supplements and therapies discussed in this newsletter.
However, we encourage everyone to act now - brain issues can begin
many years before you even begin to notice a problem.
I (Kimberley) would like to share a short
recent video of my Dad. He has a
servant’s heart and has spent countless
hours serving in so many ways. One of his
favorite organizations is in Arvada called
Hope House. Their primary mission is
assisting teen moms. He did odd jobs and
was a kind of ‘grandpa’ figure to those
moms and their children. He spent so
many hours there that they named a shed
after him and also a yearly volunteer
award, given to individuals who serve in
countless ways.
There are more hard days as time goes on, so I love that Hope House
put this video together to remind us about what an amazing and
selfless man he IS. Happy Father's Day, Dad!

https://vimeo.com/415579745

June Specials

Do you have brain fog, sluggish memory,
head aches, poor night vision or just feel
clumsy and are dropping things? Many
things can contribute to this, like long
hours in front of the computer or other
LED screens (who isn't doing this right
now?!), head injuries, poor sleep and lack
of good nutrition, etc. Brain issues are
usually due to a combination of things
causing the symptoms. Much can be improved just by providing
good nutrients in the right amounts.
I find using the Brain Tonic (Brain Juice as Kimberley calls it) and
the correct food and supplementation often gives really great
results. When we add the laser tune-up of the cranial nerves and
biofeedback computer scans, the results are even better.
Having owned a rehab center and treating many car accident and
injury cases, I have a lot of experience with head and neck
problems. A brain session is only $60 for a half hour and we can
evaluate and make a plan to help you.

Dr. Carl

Cranial Sacral Therapy
CranioSacral Therapy (CST) was pioneered and developed by
osteopathic physician John E. Upledger following extensive
scientific studies from 1975 to 1983 at Michigan State University.
CST is a gentle, hands-on method of evaluating and enhancing
the functioning of a physiological body system called the
craniosacral system, which is comprised of the membranes and
cerebrospinal fluid that surround and protect the brain and spinal
cord.
Using a soft touch, practitioners release restrictions in the
craniosacral system to improve the functioning of the central
nervous system. CST is increasingly used for a wide range of
medical problems, including:
Migraine Headaches
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Includes Cranial Sacral Therapy, Mini Neuro Emotional
Technique and Cranial Nerve Reset using Cold Laser

($75 Value!)
Remote Sessions (30 min.)
Just $45
Reg. $60

These sessions were very popular last month so we will
keep this special going one more month.
Brain Support Supplements
10% Off

Chronic Neck and Back Pain
Motor-Coordination Impairments
Concussions and Traumatic Brain Injuries
Alzheimer's Disease and Dementia
Learning Disabilities
Emotional Difficulties
Temporomandibular Joint Syndrome (TMJ)
Information provided by upledger.com

I have been using CST in my practice for 18 years and was
trained by the Upledger Institute. Consider trying this modality
with our discounted service this month.
Peace always,
Carl Malone,
Doctor of Natural Medicine
Registered Psychotherapist

Includes: Country Doctor Mem-Cal,
Standard Process Neuroplex, Neurotrophin PMG, Olprima
DHA and OPC Synergy

Brain Support Protocols
20% Off
Good toward purchase of a multi-supplement protocol.

"Of all the things I've lost,
I miss my mind the most"
~Mark Twain~

Ruby's Corner
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Overusing Hand Sanitizer?
How many times a day are we reminded to disinfect our hands to
avoid the spread of COVID-19?
While the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention states that
alcohol-based hand sanitizers (at least 60% alcohol) can quickly
reduce microbes on hands, washing hands with soap and water
is the preferred cleaning option because it reduces the amounts
of all types of germs and chemicals.
"Hand sanitizers are a good alternative if you don't have access
to soap and running water. But in general, sanitizers aren't as
effective as proper hand washing." said Dr. Stephen Cobb,
Denver area chief medical officer at Centura Health. (Taken from
the 5/28/20 Denver Post)
While excessive exposure to hand sanitizer can lead to skin
irritations and cracking, we are more concerned about the less
obvious effects. Triclosan is often used in hand sanitizers and
can lead to hormone disruption and weakening of the immune
system. Also, if there are any synthetic fragrances added, there
can be many more dangerous chemicals lurking inside.
If you don't have easy access to soap and water, make sure to
look for safer sanitizer options.

Well, Mom says we are missing basketball season, baseball
season, hockey season, racing, etc. I'm holding out hope for
football! That is one of my favorite seasons because it goes
along with long naps on the couch
Since I can't always tell Mom exactly what's wrong, here are
some signs that I may be having brain issues of my own:
balance/coordination issues, seizures or tremors, seeming
confused and forgetting my manners.

Maple-Baked Salmon
Salmon, with an abundance of healthy Omega-3s is a great food
for the brain. It is a favorite dish at our house. We suggest a
wild-caught source and never farm-raised fish.
Ingredients:

Mom says I can use the same brain support
supplements
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Salmon Filet (1-2 lbs will do)
1/4 C. Maple Syrup (no, not Log Cabin brand!)
2 T. Soy Sauce (we prefer Coconut Aminos)
1 Clove Garlic
1/2 tsp. Minced Garlic Salt
1/8 tsp. Pepper
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Directions:
Rinse and pat dry salmon filet. Place into a glass baking dish. I
like to use a fork to poke holes in the flesh. Mix together all other
ingredients and drizzle over the filet. It is fine to marinate the fish
for an hour or two before baking if desired. Bake at 350 for 20
minutes.
Serve with a nice salad, avocado slices or grilled
asparagus. Want it to look like the picture? Put something green
on it before serving. :-)

www.TheNaturalPathLtd.com
2212 S. College Ave.
Fort Collins, CO 80525
970-829-1110
Open Monday – Thursday, 10 am – 6 pm
and Friday 10 am - 3 pm
Saturday - Sunday Closed

